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This thesis is a selection of my co-autbored manuscripts on state-based for
mal methods tools and applications. A focus lies on tbe 8 Method and the 
animator, constraint solver and model checker PROB. 

The first part explores the opportunities that stem from executing state
based specifications. Three approaches are investigated: 

Firstly, embedding the tool PROB into Java programs and interacting with 
it using a high-le\'el API that e.xposes animation, constraint solving and model 
checking techniques: This tcclmiquc enables a \'ariety of applications, and has 
b<:cn successfully utiliscd in a timetable planning tool and a demonstrator in 
the railway domain. 

Sccondly, treating imperative code as a specification and attempting verifi
cation using the model checkcr CB:>.IC: While technically feasible, verification 
after implementation comes with a variety of pitfalls and fixing located errors 
is quite cumbersome at this stage. 

Finally, embedding the B langUJlge into Clojure in order to programmati• 
cally generate (parts of) and solve co11Straints or animate and model check con
structed B machines: tbis approacb treats specificalions as plain dato. F'ollowing 
the ideas of Lisp, this enables tools that analyse and tra11Sform specifications as 
weil as the crealion of domain-specific languages (DSLs). 

Tbe second part of this thesis re-visits an implernentation of a state space 
reduction technique, partial ordcr reduction (POR), in PROB. Anecdotally, we 
bad Jittle success with exploiting POR tcclmiques for real-world models. Using 
a large colleclion of B macbines, we put numbcrs to our impressions aud find 
tbat, indeed, in the vast majority of cases, POR does not yield any reduclion. 

Motivated by a grand challeuge we set ourselves, - a model of an inter• 
locking system that shcn,Jd be susceptible to POR techniques, yet does not 
exhibit any reduction - we identify two idioms thaL hiuder POR ror highcr
lcvel specifications. The first idiom, usage of parameterised operations, alten 
can bc eliminated by unrolling a single Operation into many, one for each possi
ble parameter ,'31ue. The second idiom, usage of high-level data structures such 
as sets or functions, orten can be addrcssed by replacing sets with a biLvector 
encoding, or using constraint solvers to dctermine independence of operations. 


